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Oct 3, 2017 Running into a problem with trying to get subsonic installed on FreeNAS 9.10 . I have tried
to install SubSonic 2, but when I installed it, it did not make a control folder in my . I am trying to setup
an embedded media server on my NAS. Would like to stream the music from my laptop which is running
Ubuntu. I have downloaded the media server from the subsonic website . Subsonic on Nas Oct 31, 2017
Tutorial showing how to set up Subsonic server on Synology DS815 with Java 7 and Ubuntu 18.04 . I
have the same. Some of the prerequisites (like Java) are not available in the latest version, so don't try to
run it on a outdated software version. Jan 25, 2017 I know I can use Linux based NAS (systems such as
Synology) which have Java installed, but I . Hi I need to set up a NAS that will stream music using
Subsonic, which I am not very familiar with so any help would be great . May 4, 2018 Hi, I have a
Synology DS411j S1511-R8 that I would like to use for streaming my MP3s. I . I'm having trouble
setting up subsonic to work on a synology NAS (e.g. DSM 5.2) . Jun 6, 2018 I've just now upgraded from
DSM 4.0 to DSM 6.0 as I found that the Ubuntu version of subsonic wouldn't work properly in DSM
5.2 . Oct 11, 2016 Installing Subsonic 2.0 for FreeNAS with Java 6 installed (Ubuntu 14.04) Nov 22,
2018 Hi, I have version 2.2.2-3 installed on my NAS and server. I'm using Java 7 and FreeBSD. I have
tried to. Sep 10, 2016 A friend would like me to setup a NAS to host his MP3 library so he can listen to it
and download the music. I have used Synology NAS's for the most part and have had great success so I
would like to use a FreeNAS server to host the mp3s. . Jun 8, 2016 Hello, I'm trying to create a NAS that
will allow me to stream music to my laptop using freeNAS
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